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Want your business to grow?
Let’s meet over coffee.
In the New World, you need New World thinking from MTN Business. It’s a world where you’re always connected
to your business, and your Key Account Manager is just a phone call away. It’s a world of scalable solutions that grow
with your needs. By employing the latest technologies, and providing next-level support, we make small businesses
bigger and big businesses better.
Go to mtnbusiness.co.za or email sales@mtnbusiness.co.za for more information.

Welcome to the New World of Business.

Editor’s note
Credits

n the always-on world that we inhabit, successful companies are those
that are able to be connected anytime, anywhere and anyhow. To
achieve this seamless connectivity requires choosing an ICT partner who
can provide everything necessary to link people – and things – across the continent
and, where required, the world.
The company that’s the subject of this Special Focus, MTN Business, is rising to
the challenge and – to use its own words – is forging a digital path through Africa.
Hand in hand with this strategy goes expansion of the business’ geographical
and coverage footprint. To this end, MTN Business has launched an Africa
enterprise unit which, together with its digital stream, hopes to propel the business
into double digit growth.
For clients it makes practical business sense for them to be able to turn to one
provider for their ICT requirements ranging from cloud services to machine-tomachine. But more than this, they need to know that they can do business across
the continent without worrying about network or connectivity.
The big win for MTN Business clients is that they don’t have to be a large
enterprise to benefit from these solutions – there are solutions for public sector,
corporates and SMEs. Having an understanding of how the different markets
operate, and the regional differences, gives MTN Business a distinct advantage as
its focus widens beyond its traditional telecommunications offering.
This strategic shift has a three-pronged approach, firstly geographic expansion
into Africa; secondly improving government-to-citizen communication (public
sector) and thirdly enabling greater financial inclusion in rural areas.
To achieve its growth goals, MTN Business envisages key acquisitions en route
that will enable the business to inspire growth in its clients’ businesses, in turn.
In this publication we look at the themes outlined above, as well as MTN Business’
branding strategy, which underpins everything that the business is hoping to achieve.
We meet the relatively new team that’s going to drive this expansion journey, and
hear their view on just how they are going to meet these big, hairy audacious goals.
Happy reading.
Alison Job
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The Africa enterprise unit
has been launched to take the
service provider to a whole
new level of growth.

Mteto Nyati

September 2015

he telecoms sector has gone through
more than its fair share of ups and
downs in the past decade. The trend of
declining voice revenues has been a marked one
and resulted in a sector-wide hunt for new revenue
streams. The requirement for new revenue streams
needs to be balanced with the desire to continue
serving customers effectively, insists MTN.
According to Mteto Nyati, CEO at MTN
South Africa, the company currently measures its
growth in single digits, but now seeks to return to
double digit growth as a group. To this end, it has
identified two new revenue streams in particular
that are considered to be the engines to achieve this.
“The first of these is what we call our ‘digital
stream’, which encompasses things like e-commerce
and mobile money solutions. The second stream
is our Africa enterprise unit. These two streams,
although currently only generating a small amount
of our overall turnover, are growing far faster across
Africa than our other business units – depending
on the individual country, growth for the enterprise
unit is anywhere from 15 percent to upwards of 50
percent,” he says.

A one-stop shop

The goal behind MTN Business is to offer clients
across Africa a one-stop shop for ICT. This,
explains Nyati, means providing cloud services,
including data analytics, as well as data centre
services, network services, machine to machine
(M2M) capabilities and mobility services.
“MTN Business will offer services across the
three key markets we serve, namely the SME,
public sector and corporate segment. Of course,
these markets differ on a per country basis,
though in general, the public sector and SME
spaces are the biggest drivers in the rest of
Africa. In South Africa, however, the corporate
market is the strongest. Altogether, though, it
makes for a good mix.”
He says MTN Business was conceived to deliver
on a single mission, namely to focus on making
clients’ lives easier, increasing their business
opportunities and ultimately helping them to grow
their market share.
“As an example, most large South African
enterprises have growth strategies that include
Africa. Our goal is to make it simple for them
to do business across the continent, by ensuring
they need never worry about their network, data
centres or connectivity, because MTN Business
will be there to take care of the pains associated
with IT infrastructure.

In order to deliver on the
promises to clients both
large and small across the
continent, MTN Business has
made a conscious decision to
invest in its Internet of Things
platform.
Mteto Nyati

“Of course, it’s not only corporates that want
to access other markets. Many SMEs realise the
advantage of selling their products beyond their
country’s borders. Our role here would be to
deliver the connectivity required to fully exploit the
internet, while enabling them to access e-commerce
via a cloud platform, and therefore assisting them
to build a multinational client base,” he adds.

A launch platform

In order to deliver on the promises to clients both
large and small across the continent, continues
Nyati, MTN Business has invested significantly
in its Internet of Things (IoT) platform. This
group-wide platform will enable every one of
MTN’s country operations to leverage the same
infrastructure.
“This delivers a true, Africa-wide IoT platform
that will enable us to service clients as diverse as
those that may require fleet management, car
tracking, smart meter reading or even agricultural
September 2015
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services. Being able to support new services like
these across the continent will really strengthen
MTN Business’ revenue stream.”
To further support this, MTN Business has
introduced a global SIM, meaning that the rates
charged for services such as intercontinental
fleet management will be uniform. “We can also
manage these SIMs for the clients, down to the
level of being able to immediately switch off
rogue SIMs. This is just another aspect of our
one-stop shop service,” he adds.
Furthermore, suggest Nyati, the IoT platform not
only enables the M2M revenue stream, but allows
it to feed into other revenue streams, such as data
analytics. After all, M2M transactions will collect a
massive amount of data that will need to be stored
in the cloud, with analytics used to turn the raw
data into meaningful information for clients.

Future strategy

Nyati highlights some major changes at MTN
group level in order to better leverage these
new revenue streams. The company has formed
three distinct groups – consumer segment focus,
enterprise offerings and its digital division – with all
of its existing operations falling under one of these
three aspects.
“Our traditional MTN offerings fall under
consumer, with our key new revenue streams
falling under the other two. These structural
changes have taken place across all 23 countries in
which we operate.
“To achieve our target of driving the business
back to double digit growth, we’ve made certain
personnel changes to ensure we have the best
people in charge of these business segments and
inspire the kind of growth we seek.” Nyati himself
was recently appointed as CEO of MTN South
Africa, having moved from heading up the African
enterprise unit.
Looking more broadly at MTN Business’
strategy, he says that the company has identified
three key areas where it aims to excel. The first of
these is geographic expansion, with MTN Business’
stated goal to be the ICT partner of choice for
all organisations seeking to grow their businesses
beyond their existing borders.
Secondly, the group recognised a need for
improved government-to-citizen (G2C) engagement
in the countries in which it operates. As such, MTN
Business aims to assist the public sector in better
leveraging mobile devices – something almost all
citizens have access to. “We certainly plan to play
a key role as an enabler of both G2C and C2G
communication in the near future,” he states.
“Finally, despite the significant penetration of
mobile phones and network coverage, there are
September 2015

We certainly plan to play a
key role as an enabler of both
G2C and C2G communication in
the near future.
Mteto Nyati

many rural areas where people aren’t enjoying the
benefits of the digital world. These are people who
may have no access to banking facilities, quality
education or effective healthcare. We believe we can
play a significant role in creating a space for true
economic inclusion. For this reason, we will focus
on education, healthcare and financial inclusion as
we move forward.
“In this regard, we plan on making several key
acquisitions that will enable us to tackle these
kinds of issues more effectively. After all, our key
objective is to enable and inspire the growth of our
clients, in all the countries in which we operate,”
concludes Nyati.
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In the New World,
efficiencies
and help get products to market faster
In a connected world real-time visibility of enterprise operations, processes, usage and costs is not a concept of tomorrow, but a
business imperative of today. Through MTN Business Machine-to-Machine (M2M) solutions, which form part of the MTN Pan African
devices, the SIMs and network in real time from a central dashboard.
By being constantly connected, you are well informed and better equipped to make timely strategic decisions; by introducing
interruptions, delays and breeches are challenges unknown in a connected world. Let MTN Business M2M solutions show you how,
because we support the people who move business forward.

Go to mtnbusiness.co.za or email sales@mtnbusiness.co.za for more information.

Welcome to the New World of Business.
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Being the top telecoms
player in Africa and
the Middle East is an
enviable position, but it’s
no longer enough when
the IT space is calling.

Alpheus Mangale

09

he future strategy of MTN Business can
be summed up in one very authoritative
line – ‘ICT leadership for inspiring and
enabling business growth’.
While the group already rules Africa and the
Middle East for mobile communications, MTN
Business is not top of mind when clients think of
IT services and technologies such as data storage,
security and systems integration.
MTN Business obviously needs those services
itself as a mobile voice and data carrier, and so do
many of its business clients. So now it’s making
the logical move to supply those services to clients
as a commercial offering.

The core aim is to become the leading ICT
provider for small and medium-sized businesses
(SMEs), the public sector and corporates, Mangale
says. “Our capacity positions us very well to be
able to take that leadership position. We’ve driven
mobility across Africa – everybody has a mobile
phone. Now we need to turn that into essential
services for corporates and small businesses and
serve all their communications requirements.”
Its service offerings will span mobile
communications, data and infrastructure
hosting, cloud services, unified communications,
applications development and systems
integration. “We have 47 data centres across

We’re the leaders in the mobile space and it’s
a natural progression to get into the IT space.
Alpheus Mangale

“It’s a natural progression of our business,”
says Alpheus Mangale, chief enterprise officer
of MTN Business. “We’re a leader in the mobile
space and it’s a natural progression to get into the
IT space. We want these parts of our business that
aren’t mainstream to be at the same level as our
mobile business.”
One of the reasons why MTN Business
appointed Mangale last December was to drive
this strategy. He has over 16 years’ experience with
Dimension Data Group and three years with Cisco.
“With more than 230-million subscribers we’ve
conquered the mobile market but we haven’t yet
conquered the ICT market. I joined MTN Business
to help make us the number one ICT company in
Africa and the Middle East,” he says.

On the acquisition trail

That’s fighting talk, but Mangale has been given the
mandate and the money to grow into these areas,
mainly by acquiring existing players in various
countries and various niches. It’s a task he’s relishing,
as he talks excitedly about the plans and possibilities.

Africa, which is probably more than any other
company,” he says. “We can use cloud services
to host our clients’ services or we can host their
equipment in our centres.”

A trusted partner

MTN Business also wants to be the trusted partner
for government and to digitise the services it
provides to citizens. That would take it into areas
including smart meters, e-health and e-education
offerings and data security services.
To achieve all this, MTN Business is chasing
geographic expansion as well as an expansion of its
existing skills and services.
It makes sense, because telecoms players know
that voice services face very little growth ahead.
But more than that, clients no longer want to buy
various products from various players, Mangale
says, because it’s a hassle to deal with numerous
suppliers. Far better to deal with one company
that does everything. Clients are looking for ‘whole
offer’ providers that enable them to focus on their
core business.
September 2015
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MTN is chasing geographic
expansion as well as an
expansion of its existing skills
and services.
“Clients don’t want to buy mobile services from
us and networks from another player. They want
one company that can partner with them and be
a true ICT provider of choice. We’re looking to
grow in this space through acquisitions,” he says.
“There’s no way over the next two to three years
that we can become the largest systems integrator
by ourselves, but we have the capacity to acquire
companies to give those capabilities our clients are
looking for.”

An expanding footprint

MTN Business will expand both geographically
and technologically, he says. “Our jigsaw puzzle has
gaps so we’re going to focus on companies that give
us a geographic presence in the markets we want to
be in or are already in, but not with IT yet.”
Skills in systems integration, security, cloud,
unified communications and applications
development are all on the radar. The company
is also scouting for innovative players that can see
a couple of years ahead of the herd. People may
initially ask why MTN Business is buying one
company or another, Mangale warns, but it will
hopefully become clear a couple of years later when

the ideas they bring become mainstream. “We’re
looking for companies that will help us leapfrog our
competitors,” he notes.
Due diligence will also ascertain whether a
target company has a culture that fits the style of
MTN Business, because many acquisition deals
can collapse due to cultural differences. IT skills lie
within the people being acquired, rather than within
the company. And if those talented people aren’t
happy, they leave. “You’re acquiring people and if
they’re not aligned with you then the business value
can be eroded overnight,” Mangale says.

A veteran ExCo

This bold strategy is already underway. The
executive committee has been completely built,
and is now manned by veterans from the IT
industry, including recruits from Accenture,
Cisco, Dimension Data, Microsoft and IBM. The
management layers beneath the ExCo are being
reshaped in a similar way, while ensuring the skills
in its traditional area of mobile communications
are not lost.
And the hunt is on for companies that can bring
in the additional skills it needs. It’s an exciting
strategy for MTN Business, and one that the old
established IT players should probably fear. “We
can come in with very good, innovative ideas that
will solve clients’ problems and take market share
away from other players,” Mangale says.
“We’re in a sweet spot in the ICT space because
we have very few technology interests to protect so
we can afford to be a real disrupter in the market.”
He says it with such delight that you can
see he’s going to enjoy disrupting the IT market
enormously.

It’s the client that counts
The key differentiator for
any ICT player today is not
its technology. It’s the way it
treats its clients, says Alpheus
Mangale, MTN Business.
“The organisations that will
remain relevant in the industry will
be organisations that are clientled, not technology-led,” he says.
“If you think technology is your
differentiator, you need to think
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again. Having a certain technology
is no longer a strategic advantage
because tomorrow there will be
ten other people who can provide
it. If you can use technology to
solve a client’s problems, that will
set you apart.”
Clients are looking for an ICT
partner that says ‘let me understand
your business problems and work to
resolve them,’ Mangale says.

That’s the strategy MTN
Business is following, by improving
how it looks after its clients,
working to understand their
businesses and identifying issues for
which it could provide solutions.
Doing that has been made
possible by the company’s strong
push to deepen its IT skills and
activities on top of its core telecoms
expertise. “We can have very

different conversations from the
ones we had three years ago based
on the skills we now have in the
organisation,” Mangale says.
“A superior client experience
is what our key differentiator and
competitive advantage will be. It
isn’t yet, but it will be. And if we
get it right, our clients will be with
us for a long time.”

Products and solutions
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Evolving
into a strategic
innovation
enabler
Staking a claim in the Internet of Things space and
evolving into a full-service strategic partner are high on
MTN Business’ agenda as it looks to growth.
BY: Tracy

Burrows

for MTN Business to contribute 20 percent
of group revenues in three years’ time. To
do that as a business player requires a very
different approach to whatever strategies
were employed in the first 21 years.”
At the same time, the demands and
challenges facing organisations and their IT
departments are changing significantly. The
Internet of Things (IoT), cloud computing,
the increasingly mobile and agile business,
convergence and the application economy
are turning traditional organisational
models on their head. MTN Business sees
this new environment as an opportunity
for it to leverage the group’s mature service
offerings and its newer, more innovative
solutions and services, to take to market full
service networking and IT, moving up the
stack to play in the strategic space.
“We want to elevate ourselves to become
more relevant to business,” says Hatfield.

Building on differentiators

he communications space is
changing fast, with revenues
from traditional mobile services
flattening off and the core voice market
reaching saturation point. It’s a fact MTN has
long recognised in its organisational and ‘go
to market’ strategies.
“MTN Group is evolving, and MTN
Business is moving to innovate and drive
future growth,” says Greg Hatfield, GM:
Products and Services. “There’s a price
war in many of our territories, particularly
South Africa, and the growth that our
stakeholders expect to see is simply not
going to come from the same sources it
came from in the last 21 years of MTN’s
existence. So MTN Group has identified
a number of pillars that are going to drive
future growth: financial services, digital
– such as over-the-top content including
streamed music and videos - and the
enterprise market. The group objective is

We want to own
the IoT space.
Greg Hatfield

Hatfield says MTN Business has five
primary business units (cloud, managed
networks, unified communications, internet
of things and security) encompassing
both mature services and some that are
innovative and evolving rapidly. Under the
mature banner are managed networks and
aspects of unified communications, which
deliver the group’s biggest revenues. On its
core network offerings, MTN is uniquely
positioned to assist organisations that have
geographic expansion aspirations. “No
one on the continent has the footprint that
MTN offers,” says Hatfield. “Through a
continental lens, we’re uniquely positioned
to take clients to a quarter of Africa’s
population on a daily basis. And we’re a
truly African success story. People want
to be involved with an organisation that’s
close to home. We have 230 million
subscribers and many organisations see
value in that channel. The way we bring
together the ISP and the mobile value
propositions is also fairly distinctive. The
fixed to mobile convergence – you can’t
offer this if you don’t have fixed and
mobile solutions to start with.”
This extensive and growing footprint
provided a solid base for the recent rollout
of MTN’s platform to support IoT – an
environment in which MTN Business aims
to lead in Africa.
“The high growth portfolios where
we’re now investing significantly are cloud,
September 2015
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Greg Hatfield
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IoT and security. The new noteworthy
innovations are likely to come out of
these three categories, but these are by
no means our only internal focus. How
we position these categories to the market
and how we make it real for our clients
in terms of business benefits makes our
value proposition slightly different. We’re
becoming more vertical industry specific,
so we take elements from those solution
portfolios and tailor them in a way that’s
more relevant to each vertical.”

Championing IoT

“Security will remain crucial, and cloud can
really change the way a business operates.
But even more importantly, IoT can change
business. These are platforms we want to
use to elevate ourselves right up into the
strategic tier of client conversations,” says
Hatfield.
“A big part of our strategy is to stake a
claim to the IoT space – we want to own it.
Obviously we will never own it exclusively,
but it’s a huge part of our aspiration to

13

pull it together in a way that not many
organisations can,” he says.
It’s early days in the IoT space, he
concedes. In the past 20 years, the M2M
market has been largely defined by
telemetry and pioneered by the vehicle
tracking market. However, MTN Business’
moves to innovate in the IoT space,
through its new platform, developer
tools and Mind2Machine challenge, are
intended to fast-track IoT uptake in South
Africa and across the continent. MTN
Business does not expect to do this alone,
but is positioning itself at the heart of a
new African IoT ecosystem.

A strategic partner

There’s
enormously
exciting
potential
for IoT, just
because of
the scale.
The options
really are
limitless –
there isn’t
an industry
that doesn’t
stand to gain
from it.
Greg Hatfield

“This trend is very much in its formative
stages and that’s why we’re embracing
the ecosystem partnership approach. We
want to get as many people around the
table as possible so we can all learn from
each other and get some early wins and
see what’s going to have an impact on
business,” he says.
“There’s enormously exciting potential
for IoT, just because of the scale. The
options really are limitless – there isn’t an
industry that doesn’t stand to gain from it.
“The counter argument is that, as with
anything, you’ll have the early adopters and
the laggards, and it’s going to be tricky to
find the right balance of investment versus
return. On the supply side, it’s risky to get
in there too early and nobody adopts and
you burn cash. But it’s a risk we’re willing
to take, within reason, and we’re going to
be aggressive because we want to shape
that space in South Africa.”
On the back of a networking base, MTN
Business is evolving into the role of endto-end IT service provider and strategic
business partner, says Hatfield.
“For three years, we’ve structurally
and officially been a full service ICT
provider, but this is a journey that never
ends. We’re constantly trying to climb
the stack. We haven’t yet made strong
forays into pure LAN, desktop and server
management – the types of offerings the
systems integrators would provide – but
that is our aspiration. Now, we partner with
organisations such as systems integrators in

terms of taking full solutions to our clients
and we’d like to develop that capability,
either through partnering or through
acquisitions over the years to come.”
The increased focus on becoming a
trusted full service provider also demands
that the company understand key verticals
and talk solutions, not products. “The only
way to succeed in the business-to-business
space is to provide end-to-end value, and
not expect corporates to change how they
function to suit how you happen to have
developed your product, but rather the
other way around,” says Hatfield.
“We go in with an open mind. We need
to understand the business of our clients
first, to see if there’s a fit between what
the technology can enable and what their
business problems are. It’s not a case of
‘Here’s our product. Here’s the rate card.
How many do you want?’. It’s very much
a case of ‘What’s your business problem?
This is the range of technology solutions
that we may be able to piece together to
help you’, and then building a customised
solution. We’ve earned the trust and we’re
building relationships with our clients, so
they will open up to us in terms of their
business challenges and we can jointly put
together a solution.
“There’s no doubt that we’re a trusted
technology partner. How many clients see
us as a strategic partner is hard to quantify,
but whatever that percentage is, our goal is
to increase it. That’s the space we want to
play in,” Hatfield says.
September 2015
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Introducing MTN Business Cloud:
On-demand computing resources
Instantly empowering your business
Lowered IT infrastructure cost and training
Quicker start-up times

Uniform interface and scalable resources
More controlled market presence

MTN Network and Local Data Server hosting
Reduced data transfer times

Customisable resources
Fast and inexpensive way to deal with market variability

If your business is in Africa, slow and steady never wins the race. Your ability to react quickly to new business
opportunities, or shift your operational capacity instantly, will make a difference to your bottom line.

Welcome to the New World of Business.

Hybrid cloud
Power when you want it, speed when you need it
PayAsYouGo and hourly billing
Flexible payment options

Scalable IT infrastructure
Only pay for the IT resources you need

Using MTN data centres
Frees up local resources

Markets shift, targets change and budgets never stay the same. That’s the reality of modern-day business
and being flexible enough to successfully respond to change is what sets the winners apart.

Data transfer on MTN Enterprise grade network
Fast, reliable transfers
In-country tier-4 data centre
Industry-leading data security

SSL and AD levels security
128-bit encrypted data

Legislation-compliant
Data protection under S.A. law

Disaster recovery technology
Data backed up and secured

Keeping your sensitive data safe is paramount to any business. To this end, MTN – Africa’s biggest network – partners with
Microsoft technology to bring you MTN Business Cloud: a pan-African solution to data security challenges in African business.
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Welcome
to a new
converged
world
BY: Joanne

Carew

With a new team in place,
MTN Business is set to tackle
the ICT space.

Mariana
Kruger

een to tap into new markets
and expand its strategic
offerings, MTN Business
is making big changes. One of these
changes saw the appointment of ICT
industry veteran Mariana Kruger as
GM of Private Sector at MTN Business.
Having worked at IBM for just shy
of three decades, Kruger is set to use
her strong IT background to help MTN
Business establish itself as something
more than just a telecoms provider. The
brand is looking to become a key player
in more converged spaces.
“After 27 years at the same place, I
think my move is an indication of where
the industry, and more specifically
MTN Business, is going,” says Kruger.
“If we take a close look at what’s
happening out there, we’re witnessing
the convergence of telecoms and IT.
Whether you’re talking about cloud,
the Internet of Things (IoT) or social,
it’s becoming increasingly important to
offer customers a combination of both
IT and telecoms.”
The bundling of both into a single
package isn’t something new, says
Kruger, highlighting that while some
telcos have attempted to address this
market segment in the past, they have
yet to be successful. “But the truth
is that telcos actually have a strong
advantage in this space and are well
positioned to diversify their offerings.”
This is a particularly attractive business
proposition for larger private sector
enterprises that are keen to partner
with a service provider that can offer
them an end-to-end experience.

It’s a two-way
partnership

The beauty of this, states Kruger, is
that partnering with a company that
provides a complete ICT solution
allows these private enterprises to
access a diverse array of expertise and
resources. With MTN Business, these
enterprises have a great degree of
flexibility and can alter their packages
depending on their individual business
requirements. Similarly, MTN Business

offers customisable SLAs, which allow
organisations to pick and choose exactly
what they want and need, she continues.
“As markets change, increasingly
we’re seeing that no two businesses
are the same. They all have different
requirements and preferences. You
can no longer adopt a one-size-fits-all
approach. Which is exactly what MTN
Business is trying to avoid as we expand
our offerings to cater to all types of
enterprises, across all industries.”

Facing challenges
together

Aside from giving private sector clients
scalability and flexibility, Kruger
believes that MTN Business has the
necessary expertise to help enterprises
weather some of the business challenges
occurring both locally and globally.
Power provisioning is proving a big
challenge for local business, notes
Kruger. While most companies have
put the necessary precautions in place
to respond when the lights go out, it’s
often easier to pass this responsibility on
to an outside party. This service provider
should have the expertise and resources
to properly secure all business assets and
dramatically reduce the risk of system
downtime, she says.
Significant changes in the tech space
have also created a highly competitive
environment, states Kruger, adding that
those who fail to keep up with what is
happening in their industries run the risk
of becoming irrelevant. By passing on
some of this responsibility to a service
provider like MTN Business, these
enterprises are better able to focus on
their core business.
Many companies are still
underestimating the impact that
trends like social and mobile have on
their business. With the right industry
insights, enterprises can successfully
leverage these trends, providing them
with a competitive edge, she adds.
“The companies growing the fastest
are the ones embracing this new
way of interacting with clients. It
all comes down to listening to your

You can no
longer adopt a
one-size-fits-all
approach.
Mariana Kruger

customer’s needs and giving them the
functionality they require. We can help
them with this.”
According to Kruger, MTN Business’
strategy is to further expand the
coverage of its growing IT portfolio
to its existing customer set, while also
expanding its market share in the ICT
space. “The hiring of several new senior
ICT leaders and the expansion of
offerings is all part of our plan to expand
our ICT knowledge and to become the
service provider of choice.”

Addressing new business
requirements

Cloud will prove a strategic business
proposition for MTN Business
going forward, she says, alluding to
announcements that will be made
around cloud offerings in the coming
weeks. MTN Business is also keen to
partner with world-class IT service
providers, such as the deal with Amazon
Web Services earlier in 2015. Kruger
notes that there may also be some
strategic acquisitions in the pipeline.
Brand new to the role, Kruger says
she’s enjoying her experience. “Although
it’s still early days, what has been very
interesting is witnessing first-hand just
how much ICT and telecoms markets
overlap. They are different but the basic
business principles are the same.”
The future is very much about
convergence, concludes Kruger. “A
collaborative approach is where we
are headed. It’s critical to connect
ICT with telecoms and we can help
enterprises do so.”
September 2015
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Everywhere
you
govern
Achieving the goals set out by the
NDP requires the right technology
partner, and MTN Business believes
it is well positioned to be that partner.

BY: Carel

Alberts

CT cuts across all six of
the NDP’s pillars and the
full range of government’s
infrastructure development plans,
and MTN Business wants to be the
preferred provider to support this.
With both IT and communications
covered in ways that the
competition can’t match, it’s in the
sweet spot of B2G service provision.

Mobile voice roots

Mobile is not the half of it – but it
has been a fantastic foundational

market, says David Mphelo,
general manager for MTN
Business’ public sector business.
The company has played a strong
anchoring role in establishing mobile
telephony in South Africa. Since
then it has spent the last 20 years
branching out in numerous ways,
with its core voice network at the
heart of everything.

Mobile broadband

In the consumer space (every
government entity has consumers
in the form of mobile subscribers)
the company joined the broadband
race around 2005, to augment its
mobile telephony business.
“We knew voice would become
a less important component of
our offering over time, as overthe-top voice-over-IP services like
Lync and Skype became stronger,”
Mphelo says.

Fixed convergence

In the business space, MTN Business
embraced fixed-mobile convergence,
at both the network and device layer.

MTN’s business solution portfolio
HOSTED
EXCHANGE

VIRTUALISATION

MOBILE
MONEY

CLOUD
COMPUTING

MOBILE
COMMUNICATION
HOSTED
DATA POINT
HOSTED CRM

SOFTWARE
AS A SERVICE

A 360 SERVICE

OFFERING
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CONVERGED
Communications
VIRTUAL PRIVATE
NETWORKS

OUTSOURCED
DATA CENTRE
OUTSOURCED
STORAGE AND
ARCHIVING

MACHINE
-TO-MACHINE

FIXED MOBILE
CONVERGENCE

OUTSOURCED
SECURITY
SOLUTIONS

The company now has a total of
13 245.8km of fibre to complement
its near-ubiquitous mobile network,
giving it the network muscle to also
serve businesses (mostly in urban
areas). As a result it offers both
fixed and mobile network access
(corporate VPN access and MPLS
convergence) and services.

Augmented by
wireless

“In addition to fibre, MTN
Business will also make a strong
wireless push to round out our
access offering,” Mphelo says.
This puts it in the market for
Wi-Fi and other more specialised
technologies such as that offered by
LoRa Alliance members (including
Cisco and Actility).

MTN and M2M

LoRa is a long-range wireless
protocol designed to complement
Wi-Fi and mobile. “It is ideal as
a machine-to-machine (M2M)
communications platform,” says
Mphelo. “Wi-Fi and mobile are
over-engineered for low-datarate applications like M2M, and
consume too much power as M2M
technologies.”
M2M underpins MTN Business’
Internet of Things (IoT) play. “If
every sensor and widget in the field
is powered by mobile data or WiFi, imagine the cost! LoRa should
fill that gap for us,” he says.

Mobility 2.0: B2Ggrade

This evolution of MTN Business’
mobile platform – from consumer
voice and data to M2M, WiFi and fibre-based converged
communications and access – is
what gives MTN Business the edge
over other network providers.
Mobility, as noted above, still
forms the core. “Government
functions such as health, education,
transport, social services and policing
are national competencies, but their
execution is largely provincial and
local, with a large roaming need for
officials,” explains Mphelo. “Hence
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Networking – just the
1st half

But that, ladies and gentlemen, is
only half the story of the depth
and breadth of MTN Business’
government technology portfolio, in
the form of its traditional (mobile)
and broadened (fixed, converged
and wireless) network play.
What comes next is just as much
of a natural evolution from its
core communications business.
MTN Business’ extensive network
infrastructure enables many different
network-based business offerings,
such as the abovementioned
voice (handsets), Internet access
(consumer and business), and IoT
(e.g. smart metering).
But it also enables a host of other
more advanced services, and that’s
where things get interesting.

Cloud-burst in the
2nd half

In the health and education space,
the real value is in the cloud,
Mphelo says.
“In the next few months we will
be investigating what value we can
add in the connected medicine and
e-education space. We already have
the asset base in the form of our
core and edge network footprint and
data centre capacity of some 9 000
square metres in South Africa.”

IoT evolution

Likewise, M2M leaves much room
for innovation, he adds. “There
is much scope in health and
sanitation for IoT partnerships.
What role can we play in
monitoring tap water quality
or dam water capacity without
sending out officials? It can have
major service delivery impact.”

Everything-as-aservice

“With MTN Business’ investment
in the network and hosting, and our
mobile expertise, we can unlock an

enormous variety of other cloud and
as-a-service offerings,” Mphelo says.
These include Hosted Exchange,
mobile money, hosted database,
hosted CRM, hosted contact centre,
outsourced data centre, managed
services, motor vehicle tracking and
a host of others – pun intended.

Early success

All of these have an installed base
in government, Mphelo says. “At
this point, components of our stack
are in place at different government
departments, agencies and other
entities, but they form part of a
cohesive whole that we believe fits
very snugly into the public sector
requirement.”

Mphelo is upbeat that MTN
Business’ African experience will
stand it in good stead to help
the South African government’s
transformation and development
agenda. The company’s track
record in countries such as
Nigeria – where electrical power
is not a given – has prepared it
well for finding creative business
access, communications and
enterprise solutions. As a South
African company it understands
the local business, regulatory and
social dynamics, and possesses
the IT assets and partnerships
to service the government with
integrated solutions that will
advance its cause.

With MTN
Business’
investment in the
network
and hosting,
and our mobile
expertise, we
can unlock an
enormous
variety of
cloud and
as-a-service
offerings.
David Mphelo

David Mphelo
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mobility is key, from a device,
network and enterprise application
access point of view.”
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Small
business
is big
business
BY: Eamonn

Ryan
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The SME sector will play a significant part
in South Africa’s economic future. MTN
Business is tailoring its offering to SMEs to
help them succeed.
o MTN Business, there’s no such thing as
a micro business. “They’re all businesses
to us,” says head of the SME sector at
MTN Business, Claude Chetty. He’s in the process
of honing MTN Business’ focus on this market
segment. “MTN Business has long been as much
a full-service ICT company as a mobile telephony
company, but the SME segment has not always
been fully cognisant of this fact,” he says.

To raise that awareness, MTN Business is gearing
up its SME business unit to deliver what Chetty
believes will be South Africa’s most comprehensive
one-stop solution for micro, small and mediumsized enterprises. Chetty was appointed in June
2015, mandated to create a blueprint for the SME
segment across the MTN network.
“Our focus for smaller businesses will be off-theshelf solutions that emphasise ease of transacting.
Through any of our retail stores they’ll be able
to immediately switch to such a solution. Our
differentiator will be our existing channels and
the service experience, because irrespective of
business size, they’ll be offered the same end-toend customer experience.
“Our aim is to offer a one-man business the same
level of service as a corporate. In practical terms,
what this means is that, based on a business’ needs,
which vary from procuring a service to paying a
bill to reporting a fault, it doesn’t matter what the
size of your business is or its potential, our aim
is to provide clients with best-in-class service and
turnaround time,” Chetty says.
“We fully understand that no business is like any
other and the demands of running a small business,
where the CEO often doubles as the CIO and even
the CFO, are complex, multi-faceted and timeconsuming. However, the technology needs of this
segment tend to be defined by off-the-shelf, less
complex to operate systems, a service ethic and
channels that save time. The basic solution for a
micro business is based on connectivity, business
applications and value-added services such as hosting.
“The small enterprise segment has similar needs to
a micro business, but infrastructure starts to become
important. As a business expands up the value
continuum, its needs grow proportionately to include
any or each of the following: hosting and networks,
data protection, cloud-based services, enterprise
mobility solutions and office automation.
“For medium-sized business, all of the former
remain vital but now the business management
becomes concerned about productivity, customer
front- and back-office management, including

SME defined
Every country and business sector has its own definition of what constitutes small and medium sized enterprises, and South Africa often varies from the
international norm, where micro-businesses are commonly regarded as survivalist businesses, or self-employed, and a US medium-sized business would rank
as a large business in South Africa.

MTN Business’ Claude Chetty defines MTN’s market segmentation:
A micro business employs from
one to nine employees
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A small business employs ten

to 50 employees

A medium business employs

between 51 and 199 employees.

financial systems.” Chetty goes on to explain that
MTN Business offers all of these, either as off-theshelf solutions or tailored to the exact requirements
of the client.

Offering guidance

“Many SMEs already have some sort of solution in
place, but we find they don’t always know what they
need. There’s an education process required, and
as a responsible ICT company already in this space
we need to be providing the thought leadership
as to what technology can contribute in terms of
growth of their business. There are approximately
600 000 registered SMEs in South Africa – 50
percent of them micro businesses – that are capable
of expansion and job creation, with the right tools
at their disposal.”
The premise of MTN Business’ sharpened focus
on SMEs aligns with government’s commitment
via the National Development Plan to create
five million new jobs by 2020. MTN Business

(Business)
size should
never be the
determining
factor behind
the level
of service
– only the
complexity of
its business.
Claude Chetty

believes technology can unlock growth, increase
employment, decrease poverty and increase skills,
says Chetty.
“As the operator of a robust mobile network,
MTN Business is an enabler of connectivity,
productivity and infrastructure, and as such has
a role to play in enabling and inspiring growth
among our SME customers.
“Our mission is that any SME can come into any
one of our stores, call our call centres – or via any
other channel – and be able to get the full solution
of a mobile connection, a fixed line, software
from payroll to front office solutions, and devices
including laptops,” he says.

Omni-channel
service
While the SME segment
segues from a one-man
business to a 199-employee
operation, Chetty says
that size should never be
the determining factor
behind the level of service
– only the complexity of
its business. To this end,
Chetty says MTN Business
is currently being entirely
restructured to pull all
products and services
under a single umbrella
that will serve the sector
through multiple channels,
each of which in turn is
being upgraded to meet
the challenge of growing
volume.
A dedicated call
centre is presently
being established and
staff skilled to meet
requirements
Account management
teams are in place to
serve those customers
with complex requests,
requiring face-to-face
consultation
We’re actively building
and enabling our
partnership channel
who will visit clients as
required to provide sales
and service support
The national footprint
of 460 MTN retail stores
is being reconfigured to
provide corporate-quality
service and address
the complete business
ICT needs of the SME
segment
We’re actively building
and enabling our
partnership channel
who will visit clients as
required to provide sales
and service support
The online
transactional platform
is being upgraded to
improve its sales and
service functionality
to meet SME clients’
expectations.

Claude Chetty

“This is happening very
fast. We’re committed to
ensuring that our SME
client experience is the
key differntiator in the
marketplace,” says Chetty.

Client services
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Back to
basics for
excellence
in client
service
BY: Tracy

Burrows
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MTN Business is undergoing an
organisational restructure in client service.
TN Business is undertaking an
organisational overhaul that’s expected
to reinvent its customer experience. It’s a
move that simplifies the organisation in the client’s
eyes, gets back to crucial basics and positions MTN
Business to deliver real business value, rather than
just commoditised services, says new GM: Client
Services, Delwin Bratby.
At the time we meet, Bratby, who boasts a 20year background in client services in the telecoms
IT space, joined MTN Business recently.
He doesn’t have an office yet. “I don’t need an
office. If I went into an office and closed the door,
it would mean I’m not listening to my clients and
not adding value to the ecosystem that’s enabling
the clients,” he says. Instead of going in to work and
sitting at a desk each day, Bratby and his team have
been visiting clients for the past two months, striving
to understand their ICT needs and what they expect
from MTN Business, taking notes and aligning the
organisation and its offerings accordingly.
“In this space, it’s no longer just about switching
on the next layer of services. This is where true
client service engagement comes into play. The
real differentiator is not the what, but the how. And
September 2015

Delwin Bratby

execution is going to be the true differentiator. This
is where we’re going to really enable our clients.
Because the faster, smoother and easier to execute,
the better it is for their business, the more trust
they have in us as a partner, and the relationships
will just grow beyond a commodity type service,”
says Bratby.
What clients want from a partner such as MTN
Business begins with getting the basics right, he
says, as well as true dependability and a high level
of trust in the engagement model.
“The old way of doing business was, “Let’s go
and sell pipes, switch on pipes and hope those
pipes stay up’. Now the model has changed. We
can’t just sell a pipe, we’ve actually got to sell a
service and the underlying metrics on enabling that
service to remain up. These are now the roles and
responsibilities of the new network player.”
MTN Business is reorganising its client service
model to ensure that key market segments receive
focus, and that client engagement is streamlined.
Now for the first time the enterprise business unit
has been empowered, resourced and given the
budgets and accountability it needs to become a
true strategic player, he says.
“Right now, our clients are saying they just want
us to get all the basics right,” says Bratby. “We’re one
of the only true converged service partners in the
industry, and to clients, having a single converged
partner is phenomenal. Clients also know that this is a
complex environment and things can go wrong – they
wouldn’t outsource their networks if it was easy. What
they do want is improved basic services, transparency,
accountability and trust. They want a simplified,
repeatable engagement experience with us.”

The new client services model

Bratby adds: “The first thing is we’ve aligned to be
a client-centric structured organisation, meaning
we have heads of client engagement for vertical
sectors: public, private, SMMEs and our partners,
and the entire business behind that has been
aligned to service, to operate and deliver to that
client segment. This means we have virtually no
shared services component in the business. Besides
having a dedicated and aligned sales team, from a
client service perspective, my team has aligned 100
percent behind those segments.
“From an ecosystem and value chain perspective,
we have dedicated teams with accountability
sitting in the planning stage, solely focused on that
segment. Thereafter, we’ve got the engineering
component, which is ultimately the build stage of
the execution, also solely dedicated to that segment.
And at the back end we have the operational teams
– the billing and support – also dedicated and
aligned to that segment.”

He notes: “What is very strategic to the MTN
Business client services model is we also have
COEs (centres of excellence) that are internally
focused that span these organisations to continually
optimise and improve from a governance and
risk perspective, as well as looking at long-term
strategies. Overarching all four ecosystems, we
have the service management layer, which is
accountable for the client experience management
component. They’re the overarching custodians of
that experience management ecosystem. They’re
there to translate, interface, communicate and
overlay on that ecosystem below it – everything
that’s important to the client. So they understand
and translate individual client requirements into
the ecosystem and align the resources to deliver the
client experience.
“For the first time in the industry,
we believe we’ve got true
accountability from a client-facing
engagement model perspective,
across all client segments.”

Implementing the
change

For the
first time in
the industry,
we believe
we’ve got true
accountability
from a
client-facing
engagement
model
perspective,
across all
client segments.

MTN Business’ new ‘go to
excellence’ strategy is currently
being rolled out, naturally impacting
staff. Bratby believes the change will
empower staff and help teams better
understand their roles and KPIs
in a simpler structure. “Our staff
has been asking for the leadership,
attention and focus on them. To be
client centric you have to start by
being employee centric, and we’re
working on getting that right.
“Engagement with staff has been
very positive, because now they’re
seeing the value to our clients, and
they have a firm line of accountability
Delwin Bratby
through to senior level. We’ve also
created opportunities for career
growth because now there’s very clear understanding
of where each one is in the hierarchy.”
This clarity and focus on client centricity is
translating into staff buy-in, and turning all team
members into brand ambassadors, says Bratby.
“It’s very early days but the early symptoms
of success are evident,” he says. “Already, clients
are commenting positively on the new style of
engagement and wanting to increase their business
with us.
“But we’re not so naïve as to say we’re perfect.
We’re putting foundations of a new model for client
centricity in place, but we’ll continue building on
that foundation on a day-to-day basis.”
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A brand
for all
seasons
BY: Alison

Job

A South African success story, for
21 years the MTN brand has a history
of being a strong brand – and key to
this is ongoing evolution to match pace
with the society of the day.

rands are more important
today than they’ve ever been.
Significant investments are made
to ensure a brand’s appeal, but that’s often
in the consumer space. So does brand
really matter in the business space? Head
of Marketing for MTN Business, Mandisa
Ntloko, believes so. “Our brand is very
important to our business clients when
they’re choosing an ICT partner, which
makes it all the more important that we
deliver on our promise.”
MTN has adopted a multi-pronged
approach to brand management,
identifying five strategic pillars upon which
its brand strategy is based.
Ntloko elaborates: “‘Creating and
managing stakeholder value’, and
‘innovation and best practice sharing’ are
the overarching themes, which also describe
our approach to our work, people and other
stakeholders. Tangible priorities under
‘driving sustainable growth’, ‘transforming
our operating model’ and ‘creating a
distinct customer experience’ define how
we at MTN strive to gain a sustainable
competitive advantage and superior
shareholder returns.
“We’re able to leverage our brand
strength to advocate change and
technological advancement to lead our
clients to the new digital world, using
some of our platforms such as machine-tomachine and cloud.”
Ntloko says: “Our clients are looking
for a partner who is going to help them
transform their organisation through
innovation to drive sustainable growth
within their businesses and help them to
meet the demands of their customers.”
Mandisa
Ntloko

Leading the change

“You only need to reflect back on how
MTN came into being to realise one of
the reasons we’ve become a leading brand
is because of our bold and visionary
leadership. This continues to be reflected by
our current leadership – we have the type
of leaders that our clients want to partner
with,” says Ntloko.
She adds: “Another area of focus is
ensuring that we have the right type of
talent within the organisation. We are
achieving this by investing in our people
to unlock their potential to better serve
our organisation and our clients. We also
believe that employing the best people for
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the job creates a work environment that
retains and engages our employees.”
MTN subscribes to a Global Talent
Standard (GTS), which aims to set a
new international standard for talent
development and organisational learning
excellence. The aim is to ensure the
organisation is competitive in the
marketplace and to attract and retain skilled
and talented people, which is critical to
achieving MTN Business’ vision of being
the strategic ICT partner of choice for
geographic and market expansion.
The GTS sets out the minimum
qualifications and experience requirements
for entry into a position at MTN, and
provides governance for standardised
talent acquisition, career development and
promotion and retention practices.
“We operate in a highly competitive
environment,” says Ntloko. “Because of

this, we recognise and reward our star
performers. We realise it’s their innovative
thinking that has built our visionary brand
– and continue to inspire its growth today.”
Ntloko continues: “MTN has a highly
inclusive and diverse global community,
which gives us a platform to celebrate
our differences. By harnessing the distinct
flavour and heritage of each of our
operations, we’re able to find innovative
solutions and services for our clients.”

After the deal is done

While marketing and branding are
important to raise awareness with clients,
says Ntloko, in the business-to-business
environment, it’s all about continuing to
build strong and strategic relationships after
the client has signed on the dotted line.
“It’s key to understand your client’s
business to be able to identify their

strategy pillars

Supporting the delivery of a Bold, New Digital World
Creating and
managing stakeholder
value

Creating
a distinct
customer
experience

transforming
our operating
model

driving
sustainable
growth

innovation
and best
practice

challenges and pain points, and then help
them drive their roadmap or vision and
sustainable growth. From a marketing
perspective this means a close working
relationship with the sales teams to ensure
that the right go-to-market strategies and
capabilities are in place. Our sales team
has to be able to articulate the value
propositions we’ve developed and drive
client-centric and opportunity-centric
solutions within our industry segments. If
what we do does not improve the experience
of our clients, we shouldn’t be doing it.”
This requires close collaboration between
the marketing and products and solutions
teams to help the sales force understand
the different opportunities. “It also means
we partner with our client services team
to ensure there’s seamless delivery to our
clients with the right type of support at the
right level and ensuring an excellent client
experience. Driving loyalty and ensuring
we retain our clients is one of the key
responsibilities of marketing.”
Ntloko says: “MTN Business has
identified and developed a comprehensive
map of its client experience touch points as
part of our clients’ lifecycle. This mapping
takes into account the complexity of some
of our corporate clients and the need for
simpler channels for our SMEs.
“Avanade and Accenture talk about the
digital customer driving the ‘switching
economy’. This switching is primarily
driven by poor service and lack of action
by the provider to do something to prevent
them from switching. It is for this reason
that you’ll see a significant shift in the way
we run our business to ensure we put the
client at the centre of everything we do.”

Branding and marketing priorities
MTN Business’ Mandisa Ntloko lists her top priorities as head of Marketing:
The right calibre of talent in the marketing team to be fully responsible for MTN Business market performance across all industry segments
Marketing programmes geared towards driving the right positioning of MTN Business as the ICT partner of choice and creating a clientcentric culture within the organisation
Enabling sales with the right tools
Being able to demonstrate return on investment on all MTN Business marketing programmes
Evolving to meet the demands of digital customers who require a different engagement strategy for a digital workplace.
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Taking Mobility beyond the fundamentals
Mobility will change the future, with the right partner, it need not be an uncertain or disruptive one.

Paulo Ferreira, Director of Enterprise Mobility at Samsung
Electronics SA

T

he virtues of enterprise mobility don’t have to be
shouted from rooftops anymore. In the past few
years, the concept, particularly its standard bearer
BYOD (Bring Your Own Device), has propelled
the role of mobile devices at companies to a highly visible
level. It did not even require pre-emptive conversations: the
revolution was beginning to happen right in front of everyone,
since everyone was brandishing a smart device of some sort.
The real question centred around what to do with this
emerging device culture, and plenty of answers came in
response. Enterprise mobility is proving to be an exceptional
opportunity, bridging gaps in an organisation, bringing
information closer to decision-makers at a much faster pace,
and harnessing the participation of a willing workforce.
Soon enough, mobility held a diverse appeal from road
warriors visiting remote interests to executives reading the
latest business intelligence report over breakfast. This is
just the start: mobile devices are set to transform how the
business world engages technology. Through them we will
witness a fundamental shift in software, work behaviour and
perhaps even the very structures of enterprises.
It’s a brave new world, but that also indicates a level of risk.
A far less spoken-of topic is the uncertainty these changes
can bring.

“Enterprise mobility can be a potent contributor to a
business,” says Paulo Ferreira, Director of enterprise mobility
at Samsung Electronics SA. “But companies sometimes
underestimate the shift. While it’s true that you can bolt
certain aspects of mobility onto a business, this hides the
eventual cultural and procedural shift that it will instigate. True
enterprise mobility is revolutionary, but that also means it’s
disruptive. This has stymied the ambitions of some adopters.”
That reluctance is not one of unnecessary fear. Mobility brings
with it numerous challenges. The most obvious is security and
data sovereignty, but many are of the more mundane variety.
How seamlessly can mobility integrate with existing business
environments? What is the best way to manage a broad - and
growing - family of user devices? Is there a way to best adopt
unified communications without reinventing an existing telco
system? How can companies leverage an app environment
without taking on too much overhead?
“As mobile adoption picked up pace at companies, new
challenges have come to the fore. Today, the basics of
mobility are fairly well understood, but fresh questions have
come into focus. Once those have answers, even more will
arrive. Mobility is a dynamic space that is still being defined
by its adopters. So there will never be ultimate clarity - a
silver bullet - at least for some time.”
Yet companies cannot afford to sit this one out. Instead,
they need a partner and an environment that delivers stability
and tested outcomes. Samsung, a leader in mobile devices,
has been developing that very environment for several years.
In February, Samsung partnered with Good Technology to
create a robust yet safe enterprise app environment. Other
partnerships include Mobile Iron, Airwatch, Citrix Xenmobile,
RedHat Linux collaboration, Cisco UC solutions, SAP and SAS
Business Intelligence support.
Samsung’s own internal solution has also evolved, adding
workflow management, mobile care, productivity tools and
other market-leading features, spread over both its own and
other device ecosystems. It has and continues to invest much
time and energy to maintain and grow a world-class mobility
environment that keeps the future reigned in for its customers.
“Companies are expected to walk the line between innovation
and safety, two things that seem counter-intuitive. This is why
Samsung is committed to delivering and evolving one of the
best mobility solutions in the market. It creates a secure yet
exciting world for our business customers to truly explore the
value and potential of mobility - today and tomorrow.”
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The
importance
of partners

Choosing the right partners is key to a successful business –
and innovative partnership models are one way to stay ahead
of the competition.
BY: Lesley

Stones

very company owes its
success to an ecosystem
that spreads far beyond
its own people.
The clients, for a start, because
without clients, there’s no point
in producing anything. For MTN
Business that ecosystem goes
beyond the normal chain of
suppliers and distributors that most
companies rely on. The enterprisefocused company also needs a
whole host of partners to develop
additional services that sit on top of
its core telecoms offerings. That’s
become more important in recent
years, with consumers hooked on
apps for gaming, transacting and
downloading entertainment, while
businesses need apps to make their
products and services available over
the airwaves.
MTN Business can’t develop all
of those by itself, so it encourages
developers to work with it in a
revenue-sharing model. MTN
Business gets access to the apps
and a share of the income, while
the developers behind the apps
get access to MTN Business’
technology platform, a mindbogglingly large potential customer

base, and help with turning smart
ideas into commercial reality.
“We’re aware we won’t be
able to conquer the market on
our own so partnerships are very
important,” says MTN Business
chief enterprise officer Alpheus
Mangale. “We provide the
platform for people to develop
apps in a specific field, then
we share the revenue and give
them access to over 230-million
subscribers.”

Partnering the
channel

Its partnerships go way beyond the
application layer, however. “One
of our strategic intents that will
inform our growth are long-term
partnerships with wholesalers,
retailers, distribution partners and
solutions partners that will help us
grow our business,” Mangale adds.
Wholesale and retail partners
are hugely important in spreading
its services across the country,
without MTN Business needing to
employ people in every corner.
“Our wholesale partners will
use our infrastructure and add
their own solutions to sell to their
clients. For example, another
service provider will buy capacity

from us and package it for its own
offerings,” Mangale says.
MTN Business’ solution partners
include systems integration specialists
and consultants such as Accenture,
which supply solutions for banks and
other major businesses.

Reaching more
markets

Its resale partners often target
small and medium-sized businesses
as their clients, and sell MTN
Business’ voice, data and cloud
services as part of their packages.
MTN Business needs these
partners in every province to
take its services to provincial
governments, schools and
businesses. A reseller, for example,
can use MTN Business SIM
cards and data bundles to create
e-learning packages by supplying
tablet computers to school children
to enable Connected Education.
“You can only grow to a certain
size if you’re doing it alone, but if
your products and services are sold
by partners, it helps both sides and
saves on making those investments
internally,” Mangale says. “We could
go after those markets ourselves,
which means I would have to invest
a lot of money on tools and systems
and attracting people, or I could
have an exciting channel of partners
working with us. It needs different
levels of thinking and a different
mindset. And we prefer this way
because it’s a win-win. It gives us
access to markets and coverage that
we couldn’t have without them.”
With these partners, thousands of
people are waking up every morning
ready to sell MTN Business’ services
without being directly on the payroll.
That’s a valuable contribution to
its business and the wider economy,
and the company is eager to keep
them sweet.

Rewarding partners

To recognise and thank these
partners, a partner-centric loyalty
programme is in the pipeline. That
will include annual awards, incentives
and joint marketing initiatives.
September 2015
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One network. One point of contact.
One seamless, end-to-end solution.
A single, global managed network solution. If you are an enterprise that has a footprint across the continent,
you need a network that can respond rapidly to your ever-changing needs. A network that won’t hold you
back. That’s why we offer voice and data integration, scalability, and end-to-end network availability. In fact,
it’s everything you need to maintain a seamless communications experience. Choose a cross-border network
solution that was born and bred in the New World. Choose MTN Global MPLS VPN.
Go to mtnbusiness.co.za or email sales@mtnbusiness.co.za for more information.
Terms and Conditions apply.
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From cattle farms
to gold mines

Alpheus Mangale

Alpheus Mangale

If a relationship becomes really
strong or services offered so crucial, it
could lead to an acquisition. “Today,
we partner with systems integrators
to provide our solutions to our clients.
In two to three years, those could
be converted into an ownership
structure,” Mangale says.
In the application development
space, MTN Business launched a
machine-to-machine platform in May
that partners can use to create their
apps. Once an app is in development,
the product management and pricing
teams of MTN Business will help to
commercialise it. Then the app gets
rolled out to a potentially massive
customer base, with a revenue sharing
model so both partners benefit. “That
makes sure that great ideas don’t sit on
the shelf,” Mangale says.
September 2015
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We’re aware
we won’t be
able to conquer
the market on
our own so
partnerships
are very
important.

In the applications development space, MTN
Business is working with innovative partners that can
design specific apps on its platform and jointly take
them to market. Chief enterprise officer Alpheus
Mangale says agriculture is a wide open field in this
respect, with various problems that technology could
solve.
The biggest expense for cattle farmers is feed.
An innovator could create a wearable device for
the cows that measures their weight and health and
calculates the amount of feed each animal should be
given. “If you come up with that, it will be used by
all the cattle farmers,” Mangale says.
Likewise the mining industry has a specific
challenge in keeping track of its miners
underground for safety reasons and monitoring
equipment underground for stock control purposes.
“They need technology that can work underground
and we’re talking to partners to help solve these
business problems,” Mangale says.
He also sees a great niche in the car insurance
industry. A device in a car that monitors how a
person drives would allow insurance companies
to quote a personalised premium when a client
calls for a quote. The device could be linked to a
system telling insurance companies that the driver
continually speeds at 180kph on the motorway, and
accelerates too fast before braking hard at the last
second. “In a few years your insurance premium
could be very different to mine based on how you
drive. We are trialling that technology today,”
Mangale says. It could also encourage people to
better, if bad driving is costing them cash.
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Change
that
matters
BY: James

Francis
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Corporate charity is
often little more than a
paracetamol for the business
conscience. But for the
MTN SA Foundation it’s
about raising the hopes of
all South Africans – and it
has the results to back that.
t’s very early on a Friday morning, but
Kusile Mtunzi-Hairwadzi and her team
are already at their desks. The fresh face
of the MTN SA Foundation’s general manager
reflects her attitude around the foundation’s work:
“The amount of effort you put in will reflect what
you get out of it. I love to see results and I want to
see beautiful results. So I tend to push for results.”
This is a potent philosophy in a world where
corporate social initiatives are often little more than
lip service or, perhaps worse, well-intended but badly
executed charity. The idea that doing something is
better than nothing does not hold water here: if you
want change to happen, make it stick.

Lessons learnt

Mtunzi-Hairwadzi took leadership of the
foundation in 2012, at the departing cusp of
its latest five-year project. This gave her a good
opportunity to evaluate the foundation’s efforts
and plan its next steps. Overall, the foundation
ended a good run in 2013, establishing over 200
computer labs at schools, seeing thousands of
September 2015
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individuals being tested for early disease prevention
and establishing numerous community and small
business hubs. But there was always room for
improvement, as revealed by extensive audits and
research studies into the projects. Still, the results
were surprising: of the computer labs deployed at
schools, a third were in full use, a third saw mixed
use and the final third were barely touched. This
laid the groundwork for more surgical interactions
by the foundation, as well as a tightening of its
selection criteria.
“We needed to be more focused,” notes MtunziHairwadzi. “We were investing into communities,
but those went to waste when the beneficiaries
didn’t understand what was put on the ground.
Headmasters, teachers, students and communities
didn’t understand what role the labs would play. We
also learnt about having extensive engagements and
partnerships with people on the ground.”
Leadership was found to be a major inhibitor:
where a lab didn’t have buy-in from key individuals,
such as headmasters, they would fail. Training
windows for teachers were too short, leaving them
feeling unprepared and, as such, less likely to
experiment with the equipment in front of pupils,
for fear of looking stupid.
“We also learnt that it’s important to establish
criteria on who’s ready to receive, manage, use and
maintain the equipment. So in some scenarios the
labs were introduced prematurely. There was also a
lack of training. Many people were never exposed
to computers, so we went through a drive that at
least three teachers at a school were trained on the
use of the equipment, how to access the pre-loaded
curriculum and care for the investment in the lab.”

Winning the battle

Lessons were also learnt in other fields. The
foundation identified that while rural areas required
more basic ICT and skills training, the effect of
rural migration into urban areas – with up to
70 percent of SA’s population residing in large
towns and cities – meant that more small business
development and investment should shift towards
those areas. The foundation used Alexandra and
the many informal settlements near Soweto to
pioneer skills and job development projects, again
with more stringent requirements. One such
business in Alex – a recycling operation – has, with
the foundation’s help, turned from a one-woman
operation to employing over a dozen people, as well
as owning equipment and fleet to run the business
efficiently.
“Candidates spend three months on a
preliminary course to prove their will. If by the end
of those three months they have a business plan,
they are brought into the larger programme. But if

there’s no willingness, they don’t qualify. We want
to win, not just invest for the sake of it. That’s why
we have become very stringent.”
Not that the previous foundation initiatives failed.
Quite the contrary, though their successes have also
revealed more specific challenges. In some areas,
there’s clear progress from previous victories. In the
medical field, the foundation has made remarkable
gains in terms of remote healthcare services.
“Healthcare is challenged by three things: access,
cost and quality. So we use ICT to drive access,
then find quality and minimise cost. We’ve made
inroads in four provinces with very positive results.
One example is Skype for real-time consultations
at scheduled times. Some provinces have done
this well and the cross-pollination of provincial
upskilling has been very positive. The Free State has
become our flagship province, cross-pollinating with
Mpumalanga and Limpopo. The Eastern Cape is
almost there.”
Mtunzi-Hairwadzi believes that these successes
are helping create a blueprint towards national
health services. Already the foundation’s
engagement with government and NGOs is wellestablished. The public sector has been key in
backing the special-needs schools projects and the
results are clear: the top special-needs learner in the
country last year came from one of the foundation’s
supported schools.
Its successes continue: as of this year, there are
over 345 ICT school labs in operation, with a
further 50 planned for the end of 2015. A new
health wellness drive in conjunction with the
Rotarians will see over 70 000 South Africans
receive medical screening. The foundation’s small
business projects will expand to the larger Gauteng
region, engaging over 120 small businesses.
To Mtunzi-Hairwadzi this is not simple
corporate philanthropy, but a way to secure
MTN’s own future: “Part of our role is to educate
people in technology so they can learn how to use
the services MTN offers. MTN is a technology
company that gives back to communities so we can
all be better.”

Snapshots
of success

143 400

learners in education
programmes

239

ICT school
laboratories

1 100

special-needs
learners in
programmes

76

rural Telemedicine
workstations

34 000

screened for breast
cancer

Healthcare is challenged by
three things: access, cost and
quality. So we use ICT to drive
access, then find quality and
minimise cost.
Kusile Mtunzi-Hairwadzi
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At a
glance

MTN
in Africa
MTN Business has operations
in South Africa, Namibia and
Botswana. Over and above this,
MTN has a presence in Cameroon,
Ghana, Ivory Coast, Kenya,
Nigeria, Rwanda, Uganda and
Zambia.

MTN Business, the Enterprise Unit of MTN, whose
global footprint spans 23 countries in the Middle East
and Africa, is leading emerging markets into a bold, new
digital world.

MTN connects over

230 million people

MTN Business leadership
Alpheus Mangale

David Mphelo

Mandisa Ntloko

Delwin Bratby

Claude Chetty

Greg Hatfield

Chief Enterprise Officer for MTN Business in SA
Head of Enterprise Marketing

in 23 countries across Africa
and the Middle East

General Manager of Public Sector
General Manager of Client Services

General Manager of SME

General Manager of Products & Services

Mariana Kruger

General Manager of Private Sector

MTN Group interim results (June 2015)
Group subscribers
increased 3,4% to
231,0 million

Revenue

Data revenue

decreased 4,9%
increased 21,3% to
(increased 0,7%) to R15 412 million
R69 210 million

Voice and
data traffic

increased 11,2%
and 87,0%
respectively

EBITDA

decreased by
10,1% (4,2%) to
R30 274 million

Sectors:

Offices in South Africa

International connectivity

Head office
Falcon View Place
Constantia Business Park
Cnr 14th Ave and Hendrik
Potgieter drive
Weltevreden Park
Johannesburg

SME
Public sector
Corporate and multinational

MTN Business has connectivity access through the
following submarine cables:
Atlantic 3 (SAT3)
Eastern Africa Submarine Cable System (EASSY)
Europe India Gateway (EIG)
Seacom
South Africa Far East (SAFE)
The East African Marine System (TEAMS)
West Africa Cable System (WACS)
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Innovation Centre
216 14th Avenue
Fairland
Roodepoort
Johannesburg

MTN South Africa
has 28,5 million
subscribers

South African offices
Cape Town
Durban
Port Elizabeth
Tel: +27 (0) 877 40 40 40
+27 (0) 11 912 3000

www.mtnbusiness.co.za
@MTNBusiness
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MTN Business Cloud.
Built to build African businesses.
MTN Business Cloud, powered by Microsoft technology, is the pan-African solution to your company’s Information and Communication
Technology needs across the continent. No matter the size of your company, when it comes to doing business in Africa, it pays to pay
attention to Information and Communication Technology’s big three: agility, flexibility and security. And it’s all taken care of with
MTN Business Cloud: think faster set-up times; no need for new infrastructure or training; flexible billing; hybrid cloud options; as well as
safe and secure data storage and transfer on the MTN network. MTN Business Cloud really is built to build African businesses.
Go to mtnbusiness.co.za or email sales@mtnbusiness.co.za for more information.
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Let us take your business to Africa, and the world.
At MTN Business we’re dedicated to helping make the African success story a reality. That’s why we were one of the first to
bring the Internet to Africa. Today, we have an impressive local presence in 23 countries across the Middle East and Africa.
We have rolled out the best quality infrastructure across Africa to deliver solutions anywhere in Africa and the world.
It has never been easier to open a branch and to remain connected in Africa.
Visit mtnbusiness.co.za or email sales@mtnbusiness.co.za
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